BEGINNING CONVERSATION: SCOPE & SEQUENCE

Theme
Number
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Theme

Communication

Vocabulary

Greetings and
Closings I

Hi John. How are you?

Alphabet

Introducing
Ourselves and Others

This is my sister,
Jennifer.
Numbers 1-100

Family Members:
mother, father, sister,
brother, aunt, uncle,
cousin, grandmother,
grandfather

Asking Simple
Questions

Where are you from,
Peter?
What is your name?
How do you spell it?
Where are you from?
What language do you
speak?

Countries/Languages:
United States, Canada,
England, Mexico,
Brazil, Germany,
France, Russia, China,
Japan, Indonesia

Describing Yourself
and Others

Describing with
Adjectives

Expressing Simple
likes and dislikes

Describing Locations
of Things

Grammar
Spelling simple
words
Subject pronouns
with Verb TO BE
Jennifer is my sister.
John and Jake are
my brothers.

Question forms

Verb TO BE:
questions and
responses
(positive and
negative)
Is Tom short?
Yes, he is.
No, he is not.

My friend is tall and
thin.

Describing Others:
tall, short, heavy, thin,
old, young, big, small,
pretty, ugly, married,
single

Object pronouns
with Verb TO BE:

I like your dress.

Clothing:
jeans, shoes, socks,
shirt, dress, shorts,
skirt, sweater, coat,
pajamas, flip-flops,

That's a pretty color.

Colors:
red, orange, yellow,
green, blue, purple,
white, black, brown,
pink

Possessive
adjectives:

That is my backpack.

Personal Objects:
pen, book, backpack,
cell phone, hat, jacket,
watch, wallet, purse,
sunglasses, umbrella

me, her, him, it, you,
us, them,

my, his, her, its, our,
your, their

Demonstrative
pronouns:
this, that, these,
those
Asking questions
with demonstratives

Other
N/A

Pronunciation of
numbers:
thirteen - thirty

Names and titles:
Mr. Miss Ms. Mrs.

N/A

Singular and plural
nouns: Spelling

Introduction to Yes/No
Questions and Openended Questions

Pronunciation of plural
nouns
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Theme
Number

8

Theme

Describing Where
Things are Located

Communication

Vocabulary

Grammar

Other

This is our living room

Household Objects:
sofa, chair, bed, table,
lamp, mirror, plant,
television, picture,
clock

Prepositions:
on, in, between,
under, above,
behind, in front of,
next to

Prepositions:at, on,
in for location

Describing where
places are located

N/A

9

Asking Directions

Where is the library?

Public Places:library,
pharmacy, park,
hospital, market,
restaurant, hotel, farm,
post office, bank,
school

10

Asking For and
Giving Time

What time is it?

Days of the week
Months of the year

Prepositions:
at, on, in for time

Talking about topics
related to time

11

Describing Daily
Habits and Routines

What do you do in the
morning?

Daily habits:
get out of bed, brush
my teeth, comb my
hair, eat breakfast,
clean the house, go to
work, watch television,
listen to the radio, read
a book, use the
computer, go to sleep

Simple Present
Tense:
Regular verbs

Time phrases:
in the morning, in the
afternoon, in the
evening, at night

12

Talking about Jobs
and Work

Where do you work?

Professions:
teacher, farmer, doctor,
dentist, nurse,

Verb TO BE with
negatives

Forming Contractions

How is the weather?

Weather:
sunny, windy, cloudy,
rainy, snowy, foggy,
hot, warm, cool, cold,
freezing

Asking WhQuestions

What's the
temperature?

Do you like
vegetables?

Foods:
fruit, vegetables, rice,
fish, soup, chicken,
milk, juice, eggs,
cheese

Simple Present
Tense:
Regular verbs
negative

13

Talking about the
Weather

14

Expressing More
Complex likes and
dislikes

N/A
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Theme
Number

Theme

Communication

Vocabulary

Grammar

Other

15

Making Invitations

Can you play soccer?

Sports:
soccer, baseball,
basketball, football,
tennis, volleyball,
bowling, golf

16

Greetings and
Closings II

Greetings / Closings

Cardinal numbers
1-100

Verb BE

17

Introductions

Introducing yourself to
others

Asking personal
questions

Simple Contractions

N/A

About family members

Family Members:
mother, father, sister,
brother, aunt, uncle,
cousin, grandfather,
grandmother

Subjective pronouns
with the BE verb

Demonstrative
adjectives: This, That,
These, Those
Singular and plural
nouns

Around the
Classroom

Classroom
Instructions

Classroom Objects:
backpack, pencil, book,
map, eraser,
whiteboard, window,
picture, desk, chair

this, that, these,
those

Pronunciation:
Syllables

At My House

Apologizing and
responding to
apologies

Household Objects:
sofa, chair, bed, table,
lamp, mirror, plant,

Commands /
Directions

Public Places:
library, park, hospital,
market, restaurant,
hotel, farm, post office,
bank

Articles (a, an, the)

Habits and daily
activities

Professions:
doctor, dentist, nurse,
cook, farmer, teacher,
factory worker,
businessman,
businesswoman

“Asking simple
Yes/No Questions”

18

19

20

21

22

My Family

Public Places

Professions

Modal Verbs:
Using can and can't
to describe abilities

Talking about our
abilities

Pronunciation of
Cardinal numbers

Prepositions
on, in, between,
under, next to,
behind, in front of,
above

Possessive Adjectives

Pronunciation:
final –s, -es
Thanking and
responding to thanks

Pronunciation: Word
Stress
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Theme
Number

23

Theme

Describing Others

Communication

Vocabulary

Grammar

Other

Describing Others

Describing Others:
young, old, clever, big,
small, diligent, tired,
tall, short, beautiful

Verb HAVE

Simple present tense
– Habitual actions
Making and accepting
apologies

Yes/No Questions:
Do you

Ordinal numbers
Pronunciation of
Ordinal Numbers

24

Time and Events

Asking About Time

Days:
Monday - Sunday
Months:
January - December

25

Talking about the
Weather

Describing the weather
and seasons

Weather:
sunny, windy, rainy,
snowy, cloudy, hot,
cold, warm, cool

WH-Questions

Pronunciation

26

Describing with
Colors

Describing Others

Colors: red, orange,
yellow, green, blue,
purple, white, black,
brown, pink,

Object pronouns

Exclamations

Clothing and Prices

Agreeing and
Disagreeing

Clothing: jacket,
jeans, shoes, socks,
shirt, dress, hat, shorts

Conjunctions: and,
but, or

How much vs. How
many
Articles: a, an,
some

28

Our Favorite Foods

Talking about Likes
and Dislikes

Foods: pizza, pasta,
fruit, vegetables, steak,
hamburgers, chicken,
rice, fish, soup

Negatives in
sentences

Stating opinions or
advice

29

Talking on the
Telephone

Phone conversation
skills

Phrases used during
phone conversations

Possessive
pronouns

Asking for and giving
permission

Getting Around

How people get
around / transportation

Transportation:
car, bus, train, subway,
bicycle, taxi,
motorcycle, walking

Adverbs of time:
every

27

30

N/A

